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cisions of principle rather than detail.1 Collective responsibility does,
however, mean that a Cabinet Minister, and his Parliamentary
Secretary, must vote with the Government in Parliament and, if
necessary, be prepared to defend its policy. Neither in Parliament
nor outside can a Minister be heard to say that he is in disagreement
with a Cabinet decision, or for that matter with a decision of a
colleague taken without reference to the Cabinet.
The individual responsibility of a Minister to Parliament is more Individual
positive in character. Each in his own sphere bears the burden of
speaking and acting for the Government. When a Minister an-
nounces that His Majesty's Government have decided that they are
prepared to take a certain course of action, it does not follow that
the decision has been referred to the Cabinet. No doubt it would
have been on an important issue of policy; but if the decision relates
exclusively to the sphere for which the Minister is responsible, it must
be at his discretion whom he chooses to consult beforehand; it is in
the exercise of that discretion that he may decide to act without
previous reference to his Cabinet colleagues. Nowadays so complex
are results of governmental action that it is safe to assume that the
practice of prior inter-departmental consultation is firmly established
at all levels, and the experience of war should serve to ensure that
there is no relapse into departmental isolationism. Be this as it may,
a Minister knows that he will ultimately have to rely upon the sup-
port of his Cabinet colleagues if political criticism becomes vocal, and
he must temper his decisions by reference to that consideration.
While collective responsibility ensures that the Queen's Govern- Ministers
ment presents a united front to Parliament, individual responsibility q^^
in its political meaning ensures that for every actor neglect of bis Service,
department a Minister must answer. Hence the rule of anonymity
in the Civil Service is important. For what an unnamed official does,
or does not do, his Minister alone must answer in Parliament and
the official, who can not be heard in his own defence, is therefore
protected from attack; This positive liability of a Minister is essential
to the performance by Parliament, and more particularly by the
House of Commons, of its r61e of critic of the Executive.   No^
Minister can shield himself by blaming his official. (^'It would be
new and dangerous constitutional doctrine if Ministers of the Crown
could excuse the failure of their policies by turning upon the experts
whose advice they have taken or upon the agents whom they have
employed." 2>
Ministerial responsibility to Parliament was debated in the House
of Commons in 1954. A public enquiry conducted by a Queen's
1 The number is now eighteen; this reduction has been secured partly by
excluding the three Service Ministers; the number includes the Defence Minister.
a The Times, Leading Article, November 21, 1949.

